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Clarification-02
SlUhgli Procuement of design, manufacture, inspection, testing, detivery to the Site, iNtallation, testing & commissioning, performance test and related
civil and building works includitrg two years waranty period ofAshuganj 100 MW HFO Power Plart Project on Tumkey basis.

Tender reference No.: APSCU 1 00MV/HFO/PD/IF ll2ol7 lol , datedt 23lll12017

No Sec. No/Cl.
No.iPaee No.

Description as specifi ed Request for Clarification APSCL Reply

Page 56, Clause
5.1 (1) of
Volume 2 of 2

(Part-A)
" Generator
Step-up
Transformer"
and other
relevant clauses

The maximum continuous rating of the
Transformer (at ONAN) shall meet at any
tap a total output of the generators, as

defined in Vol. 2 of 2 (Part-A) clause 4.1.2.
Generator Rating, which is connected with
the transformer shall be l20Yo (one hundred
and twenty percent) of the corresponding
MVA (pF0.8) of the Guaranteed Net
Generator output at Site condition of 35" C,
1.013 bar and98o/o RH. The vector group of
the Transformer shall be Yndl.

According to our calculation base on your requirement,
the capacity of each Transformer should around 85 MVA
under ONAN condition, 120 MVA under ONAF
condition. It will heavily increase your total cost.
So we suggest the rating of Transformer should be
designed under the condition of ONAF.

Agreed.

The rating of Step-up
Transformer should
be designed under the
condition of ONAF.

2- Page 204,
18.4.5
Miscellaneous
Buildings
Volume 2 of 2
(part-A)

Miscellaneous buildings including but not
limited to Reception cum Security Building.
The Contractor shall provide any other
buildings, structures or facilities if they are
required to meet noise emission
requirements or for other reasons, as
determined by the Contractor.
Construction all Buildings
(1) Main construction materials

For the miscellaneous buildings, we suggest the steel
structure can be applied. The major advantage of steel
structure compare to RCC are as follows:
1. The construction time is shorter;
2. The construction area is less;
3. The total weight will less.
Besides, we will do the necessary design to meet the
noise and safety requirement.

As per Tender
Documents



Frame: Reinforced concrete
Roof: Reinforced concrete roof with lime
concrete water proofino.

3 Amendment-O2,
Point 2;

ln case of local firm:
The tenderer himself or as a lead partner in
JVCA shall have the experience of
engineering, supply, erection, installation,
testing and commissioning on Turnkey
basis of at least 1 (one) Power Plant Project
having capacity of minimum 50MW during
last 10 (Ten) years which is connected to
the National Grid of Bangladesh.

We are suggesting to remain the previous qualification
requirement by the following reasons:
1. Please kindly understand that the execution

philosophy of the project under IPP and government
entity is different. Therefore it is better to require the
experience of power plant project under government
entity to insure the quality and reliability;

2. Please kindly understand other type power plant,
especially the gas fired power plant, is different with
HFO power plant in the execution philosophy.
Therefore it is better to require the experience,of HFO
power plant proiect to insure the qualitv and refiabilitv.

Not Acceptable

4 Clarification-1 ,

poiht 3
300 days from the EDOC to Commercial
operation date (COD).

We request to extend the completion time to 420 days,
please kindly consider the same by refer to the following
reasons:
1. The delivery time of Engine to Bangladesh Sea Port

normally is 9 months, therefore the Engine will be site
on the 10th months by adding one month inland
transportation.

2. We understand that the Client will hire a Consultant
for the drawing approval and construction inspection.
ln this case, the drawing approval time will be 100-
150 days during the whole implementation period
during which very less related work can be done.

3. The client request most of the buildings shall be
Reinforced Concrete Load bearing frames. The
maintenance period of the same will be 10-1Sdays to
insure the quality, which may bring 30-50 days more
compare to Steel Structure Frames in total.
We understand the most important issue of this
project is quality. Therefore, by comprehensive
consideration of the above mentioned, it is very clear
that 420 days is needed for completion of the project
with qood qualitv.

Not Acceptable



5 55.01
Bangladesh
customs and
import duties,
levies, vat and
tax;

Clarification-01 ,

point 56

The Purchaser (APSCL) shall pay all
Bangladesh customs and import duties and
all other levies arising from the impotation
of all material and equipment (as
mentioned in Price schedule -t,. CIP
value)....,

Please kindly confirm that in Price Schedule-1:
1. The contractor need to bear the VAT & lncome tax for

the price of "Custom Clearance and lnland
Transportation including loading and unloading etc."

2. The contractor need NOT to bear the VAT & lncome
tax for the CIP value of all imported material and
equipment mentioned in Price Schedule-1.

3. The said VAT & lncome tax will be deducted at source
at the time of payment, which will be 13.5% in total.

1. Confirmed
2. Agreed
3. The said VAT &

lncome tax will be
deducted at
source at the time
of payment as per
applicable rate.
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